Introduction
Solitary fibrous tumors (SFTs) are uncommon mesenchymal neoplasms that are usually seen in the thoracic cavity; however, it is now recognized that these tumors can occur throughout the body. The reported intrathoracic locations Declarations of interest: None.
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have included the pleural space and mediastinum [1] [2] [3] . Intrapulmonary SFTs are much less common than their pleural counterparts [4] . Primary intrapulmonary SFTs are usually benign, low-grade malignant tumors. However, intrapulmonary SFTs sometimes behave like malignant tumors and can metastasize to distant organs. of occurrence [5] . A complete resection is recommended to preclude recurrence and, for diagnosis, a thorough laboratory investigation including genetic analysis should be performed [6] .
This report presented the features of an intrapulmonary SFT through computed tomography (CT) in the early stages of the disease. Furthermore, the natural course of the disease over 16 years as it presented in the right upper lobe has been discussed, with adenocarcinoma as a comorbidity. In addition, we also reported here the findings of a 2-hour dualtime-point positron emission tomography (PET)/CT with F-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG). To our knowledge, the morphologic changes of intrapulmonary SFTs overtime as observed on CT images have not been reported previously in an English journal.
Case report
A 67-year-old woman without symptoms and no smoking history had undergone yearly follow-up chest CT scans for 16 years after surgeries for lung adenocarcinomas in the right middle lobe and in the left upper lobe. In the initial CT scan at our institution 16 years ago, there was a ground-glass nodule (GGN) with a diameter of 7 mm in the right upper lobe ( Fig. 1 a) and a pure GGN with a diameter of 4 mm in the bottom of the right upper lobe (not shown). Each pulmonary lesion gradually grew to be a solid tumor with a diameter of 12 mm ( Fig. 1 b-d) . Approximately 15 years after the initial imaging, the tumor became a mixed GGN with a diameter of 12 mm (not shown). Approximately 6 months following this observation, the patient underwent a dual-time-point PET/CT. The PET/CT revealed homogeneous faint FDG accumulation in the solid tumor and GGN in the right upper lobe (not shown). The maximum standardized uptake value (SUVmax) was 1.33 at 1 hour (early phase) and 1.29 at 2 hour (delayed phase) for the solid tumor and 0.82 at 1 hour (early phase) and 0.87 at 2 hour (delayed phase) for the GGN. Over the course of the previous year, the growth rate of the solid tumor increased and subsequently reached 14 mm in diameter and became more lobulated in shape on CT ( Fig. 2 a-b) . On preoperative noncontrast CT, these tumors had no calcification and no fat component. After an intravenous bolus of contrast material, the solid tumor was enhanced slightly and homogeneously ( Fig. 2 c) . The GGN became a mixed GGN with a diameter of 15 mm ( Fig. 2 d) . The patient underwent a second dualtime-point PET/CT several days later. The PET/CT revealed homogeneous faint FDG accumulation in the solid tumor and the SUVmax was 1.56 at 1 hour (early phase) and 1.32 at 2 hour (delayed phase) for the solid tumor ( Fig. 3 a-d) .
Subsequently, a CT fluoroscopy-guided cutting needle biopsy was performed for the solid tumor in the right upper lobe. A histologic examination revealed that the solid tumor comprised a patternless distribution of spindle cells within a collagenous stroma ( Fig. 4 a) . In an immunohistochemical assessment, the tumor cells showed diffuse positivity for CD34 ( Fig. 4 b) and diffuse nuclear positivity for signal transducer and activator of transcription 6 (STAT6; Fig. 4 c) . A provisional diagnosis of SFT was made for the solid tumor.
A right upper lobectomy and partial resection of the right middle lobe were simultaneously performed for the solid tumor and the GGN. Histopathologic diagnoses of intrapulmonary SFT and lung adenocarcinoma were made for the solid tumor and the GGN, respectively. The patient is currently alive without evidence of recurrence 18 months after local surgery for the intrapulmonary SFT and lung adenocarcinoma.
Discussion
SFTs are uncommon mesenchymal neoplasms consisting of cellular and collagenous components. Until recently, a diagnosis of SFT was confirmed by characteristic positive immunohistochemical staining for CD34 (90% to 95% of cases) and CD99 (70% of cases), and negative staining for S-100 [2, 7] . However, CD34 is itself nonspecific. Currently, nuclear expression of STAT6 has become the "gold standard" [8] . The majority of SFTs arise from the visceral pleura and some arise from the parietal pleura; however, intrapulmonary SFTs are extremely rare [4, 9, 10] .
In general, small SFTs of the thorax are well-defined, homogeneously hyperdense masses. For benign pleural SFTs, the tumor may show both mobility and deformability, with resultant changes in location and shape observed on serial imaging [1] . On contrast-enhanced CT, there is considerable overlap in the type of enhancement; 100% of malignant and 60% of benign pleural SFTs exhibit heterogeneous enhancement [11] . On F-18 FDG PET [2, 5] , benign SFTs exhibit low-grade activity and malignant SFTs tend to be hypermetabolic and homogeneous.
Several radiological reports have described CT and MRI findings in patients with intrapulmonary SFT [1, 2, 5, 12, 13] . Chick et al [1] investigated the radiological findings of SFTs and described intrapulmonary SFTs as well-circumscribed masses with variable enhancement patterns on contrastenhanced CT. Such CT findings can led to a wide range of differential diagnoses including hamartomas, carcinoid tumors, and bronchogenic carcinomas. In the present case, the intrapulmonary SFT was a GGN with a diameter of 7 mm in the initial CT scan. The SFT had gradually grown without mobility and had become more lobulated in shape. Preoperative contrast-enhanced CT showed a well-circumscribed lobulated mass with weak homogeneous enhancement. Two PET/CT scans in the past year revealed a faint accumulation of FDG. Identification of intrapulmonary SFT with images only may be difficult when the neoplasms are intrapulmonary [1] . However, the image findings in our case, especially the slow growing speed and faint FDG uptake, are useful predictors of a benign intrapulmonary SFT.
In conclusion, intrapulmonary SFTs should be included in the differential diagnosis of a well circumscribed, lobulated, homogeneously enhancing pulmonary nodule on CT with faint FDG accumulation on PET/CT. Additionally, it is important to be aware that rare cases of SFTs located in the lung are occasionally encountered as GGNs in the early stages of disease.
